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Abstract
Background: The epidemiological evidence linking socioeconomic deprivation with adverse pregnancy outcomes has been
conflicting mainly due to poor measurement of socioeconomic status (SES). Studies have also failed to evaluate the
plausible pathways through which socioeconomic disadvantage impacts on pregnancy outcomes. We investigated the
importance of maternal SES as determinant of birth weight and gestational duration in an urban area and evaluated main
causal pathways for the influence of SES.
Methods: A population-based cross-sectional study was conducted among 559 mothers accessing postnatal services at the
four main health facilities in Cape Coast, Ghana in 2011. Information on socioeconomic characteristics of the mothers was
collected in a structured questionnaire.
Results: In multivariate linear regression adjusting for maternal age, parity and gender of newborn, low SES resulted in
292 g (95% CI: 440–145) reduction in birth weight. Important SES-related determinants were neighborhood poverty (221 g;
95% CI: 355–87), low education (187 g; 95% CI: 355–20), studentship during pregnancy (291 g; 95% CI: 506–76) and low
income (147 g; 95% CI: 277–17). In causal pathway analysis, malaria infection (6–20%), poor nutrition (2–51%) and indoor air
pollution (10–62%) mediated substantial proportions of the observed effects of socioeconomic deprivation on birth weight.
Generalized linear models adjusting for confounders indicated a 218% (RR: 3.18; 95% CI: 1.41–7.21) risk increase of LBW and
83% (RR: 1.83; 95% CI: 1.31–2.56) of PTB among low income mothers. Low and middle SES was associated with 357% (RR:
4.57; 95% CI: 1.67–12.49) and 278% (RR: 3.78; 95% CI: 1.39–10.27) increased risk of LBW respectively. Malaria infection, poor
nutrition and indoor air pollution respectively mediated 10–21%, 16–44% and 31–52% of the observed effects of
socioeconomic disadvantage on LBW risk.
Conclusion: We provide evidence of the effects of socioeconomic deprivation, substantially mediated by malaria infection,
poor nutrition and indoor air pollution, on pregnancy outcomes in a developing country setting.
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status, low education, low income and low occupational attainment have been associated with low birth weight (birth weight
,2500 grams) [1–7] and preterm birth (,37 weeks of gestation)
[4,7,8–10] in several populations. Low birth weight (LBW) is a
determinant of neonatal and infant mortality and morbidity,
reduced growth, impaired immune function and poor cognitive
development [11]. Preterm birth (PTB) is the leading cause of
perinatal mortality and morbidity accounting for as much as 75%
of perinatal deaths [12]. Preterm babies that do survive are at
increased risk of neurodevelopmental impairments including
cerebral palsy, mental retardation and sensory deficits, behavioural problems, and respiratory and gastrointestinal complications

Introduction
The rapid population growth of developing countries urban
zones in recent years has led to the emergence and expansion of
slum and squatter settlements in large parts of these areas with
deplorable environmental conditions and widespread socioeconomic deprivation. Socioeconomic deprivation manifests as poor
housing conditions, unemployment, low income and low educational attainment among others in these urban settlements with
adverse consequences for human health. There is mounting
evidence linking socioeconomic deprivation with adverse pregnancy outcomes. Factors such as area deprivation, unmarried
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Central Region of Ghana and the smallest of the six metropolitan
areas in Ghana.

[13,14]. LBW and PTB have further been associated with health
problems later in childhood and adulthood.
The evidence linking socioeconomic deprivation with adverse
pregnancy outcome has however been conflicting. Shavers [15],
and Braveman and coworkers [16] identified the widespread
application of socioeconomic status (SES) proxy measures in
health disparities research without acknowledging their limitations,
and interpretation of study results without specifying the particular
socioeconomic factor measured as contributing to the inconsistencies in the epidemiological literature. Reviews [17,18] summarizing the available evidence on socioeconomic disparities in
adverse pregnancy outcomes shows that studies investigating this
relationship typically apply a single individual-level or area-based
socioeconomic variable in the measurement of SES within their
study populations. Proxy measures of SES usually do not
adequately reflect the social and economic standing or actual
living conditions of individuals and populations under study.
Blumenshine and coworkers [17] highlighted the limitations
associated with use of some individual-level socioeconomic
measures - occupation, income and education in capturing SES,
how the measures vary in their use across populations, and the
importance of these for birth outcomes. Different measures of SES
capture different aspects of relative or absolute socioeconomic
advantage [17] and are likely to depend on cultural and societal
context. Shavers [15] asserts that choosing the best variable or
approach for measuring SES is dependent in part on the relevance
to the population and outcomes under study. Braveman and
coworkers [16] also recommend measuring as much relevant
socioeconomic information as possible in the assessment of SES
influences on health outcomes. Another major shortcoming of
studies exploring the relationship of SES with pregnancy outcomes
is the failure to evaluate the plausible pathways through which
socioeconomic disadvantage impacts on pregnancy outcomes. As
noted by Kramer [18], research that identifies and quantifies the
causal pathways and mechanisms whereby social disadvantage
leads to higher risks of unfavorable pregnancy outcomes may
eventually help to reduce current disparities and improve
pregnancy outcome across the entire socioeconomic spectrum.
The objective of the present study was therefore to (a) ascertain
the importance of different socioeconomic measures for fetal
growth and gestational duration in Cape Coast, (b) develop a
construct of SES that can strongly and consistently predict
pregnancy outcomes in this and similar setting of developing
countries, and (c) establish the factors mediating socioeconomic
differences in pregnancy outcomes in this setting. The SES
construct takes into account the population studied, the research
questions asked and the outcomes of interest thereby representing
a very precise and reliable measure of SES for the source
population. Applying this construct and identifying the factors
mediating their effects should provide a better understanding of
the high burden of adverse birth outcomes in Cape Coast, and
similar developing country settings whilst helping to map out
appropriate intervention strategies to improve the situation.

Study Population and Data Collection
The source population comprised all nursing mothers residing
in Cape Coast. Six hundred and eighty mothers who had singleton
births with no gross anatomical deformities at the selected health
facilities and accessing postnatal services at these same facilities
were randomly sampled from a register provided by the maternity
unit of the facilities. Selected mothers who visited the postnatal
clinic were interviewed after been satisfied that they resided in
Cape Coast and their respective neighbourhood throughout the
duration of the pregnancy. The study population included five
hundred and fifty nine mothers and their newborns (Overall
response rate 82.2%). Of the study population, 141 (25.2%) were
from the Regional Hospital, 131 (23.4%) from the Metropolitan
Hospital, 139 (24.9%) from the University Hospital and 148
(26.5%) from the Adisadel Urban Health Centre. A weighting
procedure based on the size of the facilities and the number of
mothers who delivered at the facilities in 2010 was used to
determine the number of mothers to be selected from each facility.

Health Outcomes
The outcomes of interest were (1) fetal growth measured as birth
weight (in grams) and (2) duration of pregnancy i.e. gestational age
(in weeks). Information on birth weight and gestational age was
retrieved from hospital records. Birth weight of the newborns was
measured immediately after delivery with a regularly calibrated
weighing scale which measures birth weight in kilograms.
Gestational age was estimated by the health staff using the last
menstrual period method.

Determinants of Interest

Methods

The primary determinant was socioeconomic status which was
operationalized as: (1) area of residence, (2) marital status, (3)
education, (4) occupation and (5) income. These were assessed on
the basis of information collected in a structured questionnaire
which was validated in the source population. Area of residence,
education and income were combined into an index of SES with
four levels - low, middle, upper middle and high. The levels of SES
were constructed as follows. Step one involved assigning scores to
the three socioeconomic measures in the following ways: (a) for
area of residence, scores of 1, 2 and 3 were assigned to poor,
middle class and affluent neighborhoods respectively, (b) for
income, scores of 1, 2, 3 and 4 were assigned to monthly incomes
of ,GH¢100 (USD$71 at the time of study), GH¢101–500
(USD$71–357), GH¢501–1000 (USD$357–714) and.GH¢1000
(USD$714 ) respectively, and (c) for education, scores of 0, 1, 2, 3
and 4 were assigned to no, primary, junior high, senior high and
tertiary education respectively. Step two involved summing up the
scores for each participant with the total SES scores ranging from
2 to 11. Step three involved classification of mothers with total
SES scores of 2, 3 and 4 as low SES; 5, 6 and 7 as middle SES; 8
and 9 as upper middle; and 10 and 11 as high SES.

Study Design and Site

Covariates

A population-based cross-sectional study was conducted among
mothers and newborns of the postnatal clinic of the four main
health facilities in the Cape Coast metropolis - Regional Hospital,
Metropolitan Hospital, University Hospital and Adisadel Urban
Health Centre. The Cape Coast metropolis covers an area of 122
square kilometers with an estimated population of 169, 894
according to the 2010 census. Cape Coast is the capital of the
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org

Covariates treated as potential confounders included maternal
age, parity and gender of newborn. Covariates treated as
mediating factors were reported episode of malaria during
pregnancy, pre-pregnancy body mass index (BMI) and cooking
fuel used during pregnancy.
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Ethics Statement

Table 1. Characteristics of the study population.

The Research Committee of the Department of Human
Biology, University of Cape Coast, Cape Coast approved the
study. Approval was also sought from the management of the
selected facilities. Informed consent form attached to the
questionnaires was used to seek the consent of all participants
before inclusion in the study.

Total (n = 559)
Characteristic

Statistical Analysis
The relations of interest comprised maternal socioeconomic
status and adverse pregnancy outcomes (reduced birth weight,
LBW and PTB). We applied multivariate methods for assessing the
relations of interest. First, we applied multiple linear regression to
estimate the independent effects of socioeconomic characteristics
on birth weight. Second, we applied generalized linear models
(PROC GENMOD) with Poisson distribution and log link to
estimate the independent effects of the determinants of interest on
the risk of LBW and PTB. All models were adjusted for age of
mother, parity and gender of infant. We performed a causal
pathway analysis using the difference method [19] with computation of the percentages of mediation [20] to establish the
independent and joint mediating effect of malaria episode during
pregnancy, pre-pregnancy BMI, and cooking fuel used during
pregnancy in the observed socioeconomic differences in the
outcomes of interest. SAS version 9.3 was used to perform all the
analysis.

,20

61 (10.9)

20–29

333 (59.5)

30–39

155 (27.8)

.39

10 (1.8)

Parityb
Primiparous

196 (35.1)

Multiparous

363 (64.9)

Area of residence
Poor neighborhood

218 (39.0)

Middle class neighborhood

234 (41.9)

Affluent neighborhood

107 (19.1)

Marital status
Married

406 (72.6)

Unmarried

153 (27.3)

Education

Results
Tables 1 and 2 present the characteristics of the study
population. Majority of the mothers (59.5%) were within the age
group 20–29 years. We found 39% and 19% of the mothers
residing in poor and affluent neighborhoods respectively. We
found 11% of the mothers having no formal education and 13% of
the mothers educated up to tertiary level. Petty traders and fish
mongers constituted about 41% of the mothers studied. More than
half (60%) of the mothers earned a monthly income of less than
GH¢100 (USD$71). A small proportion (7.5%) of the mothers
earned a monthly income above GH¢1000 (USD$714). We
classified 36% of the mothers as low SES. The proportion of
mothers categorized as high SES was 6%. (Table 1).
All the mothers reported receiving prenatal care with a high
proportion (84%) initiating prenatal care early in pregnancy by
attending antenatal clinic for the first time during the first
trimester. Almost half (48%) of the mothers reported one or more
physician-diagnosed episode of malaria during pregnancy. The
proportion of mothers found to be underweight prior to being
pregnant was 18%. We found 44% of the mothers using biomass
fuels (charcoal, firewood or combination of both) and 18% of the
mothers using liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) as cooking fuel
during pregnancy. (Table 2).
Table 3 presents the characteristics of the newborns and the
birth outcomes of the mothers. Over half (56%) of the newborns
were boys. The proportion of infants born preterm and LBW was
41% and 17% respectively. Low and middle SES mothers
delivered the highest proportion of preterm and LBW babies
(86.6% and 95.8% respectively). Low SES mothers recorded the
lowest mean gestational age and birth weight with high SES
mothers recording the highest estimate. (Table 3).
Tables 4 and S1 presents the effect sizes for determinants of
birth weight estimated from multivariate linear regression models.
Residence in poor neighborhoods resulted in a 221 g (95% CI:
355, 87) reduction in birth weight with malaria and cooking fuel
mediating 13% and 15% of the observed effect respectively.
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org

No. (%)

Maternal age (years)a

None

59 (10.6)

Primary

140 (25.0)

Junior High

179 (32.0)

Senior High

109 (19.5)

Tertiary

72 (12.9)

Occupation
Office worker

72 (12.9)

Hairdresser/Seamstress

123 (22.0)

Petty trader/Fish monger

227 (40.6)

Student

57 (10.2)

Housewife/Unemployed

80 (14.3)

Income (per month)
,GH¢100

337 (60.3)

GH¢101–500

117 (20.9)

GH¢501–1000

63 (11.3)

. GH¢1000

42 (7.5)

SES
Low

202 (36.1)

Middle

269 (48.1)

Upper middle

55 (9.8)

High

33 (5.9)

GH¢ indicates Ghana cedis.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0069181.t001

Primary level educated mothers delivered babies that were 187 g
(95% CI: 355, 20) smaller with pre-pregnancy BMI and cooking
fuel mediating 39% and 62% of the observed effects respectively.
Petty trading/fish mongering was associated with a 227 g (95%
CI: 380, 74) reduction in birth weight with half of the observed
effect mediated by cooking fuel. Student mothers gave birth to
infants that were 291 g (95% CI: 506, 76) smaller with cooking
fuel mediating 10% of the observed effect. The mediation fraction
in the joint model was 14%. Housewives and unemployed mothers
gave birth to babies that were 193 g (95% CI: 377, 10) smaller

3
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Table 2. Health, nutritional and lifestyle characteristics, and cooking fuel choices of the study population.Covariates: aAge group
20–29 years served as reference category; bmultiparous mothers served as reference category.

Socioeconomic Status
Low (n = 202)

Middle (n = 269)

Upper Middle (n = 55) High (n = 33)

Total (n = 559)

Characteristic

No. (%)

No. (%)

No. (%)

No. (%)

No. (%)

Received prenatal care

202 (36.1)

269 (48.1)

55 (9.8)

33 (5.9)

559 (100.0)

Initiation of prenatal care
First trimester

157 (77.7)

235 (87.4)

48 (87.3)

30 (90.9)

470 (84.1)

Second trimester

44 (21.8)

34 (12.6)

7 (12.7)

3 (9.1)

88 (15.7)

Third trimester

1 (0.5)

0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

1 (0.2)

Malaria episode during
pregnancya

107 (53.0)

138 (51.3)

19 (34.6)

6 (18.2)

270 (48.3)

Pre-pregnancy BMI (kg/m2)b
Underweight (,18.5)

42 (26.8)

33 (14.0)

4 (8.3)

6 (20.0)

85 (18.1)

Normal (18.5–24.9)

45 (28.7)

88 (37.5)

17 (35.4)

3 (10.0)

153 (32.6)

Overweight (25.0–29.9)

44 (28.0)

78 (33.2)

10 (20.8)

17 (56.7)

149 (31.7)

Obese ($30.0)

26 (16.6)

36 (15.3)

17 (35.4)

4 (13.3)

83 (17.7)

2 (0.7)

1 (1.8)

0 (0.0)

4 (0.7)

Smoking during pregnancy 1 (0.5)
Cooking fuelc
LPG

9 (4.5)

48 (17.8)

22 (40.0)

20 (60.6)

99 (17.7)

Charcoal

66 (32.7)

60 (22.3)

4 (7.3)

2 (6.1)

132 (23.6)

Firewood

18 (8.9)

7 (2.6)

1 (1.8)

1 (3.0)

27 (4.8)

Charcoal & Firewood

50 (24.8)

38 (14.1)

0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

88 (15.7)

LPG & Charcoal

48 (23.8)

103 (38.3)

28 (50.9)

10 (30.3)

189 (33.8)

LPG & Firewood

11 (5.5)

13 (4.8)

0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

24 (4.3)

Column percentages are reported.
Covariates: aMothers reporting no episode of malaria during pregnancy served as reference category;
category; cmothers using LPG as cooking fuel served as reference category.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0069181.t002

b

mothers with normal pre-pregnancy BMI served as reference

Table 3. Characteristics of newborns, and pregnancy outcomes of the mothers.

Socioeconomic Status

Characteristic

Low (n = 202)

Middle (n = 269)

Upper Middle (n = 55) High (n = 33)

Total (n = 559)

No. (%)

No. (%)

No. (%)

No. (%)

No. (%)

Gendera
Male

313 (56)

Female

246 (44)

Birth order
First

196 (35.1)

Second & Third

291 (52.1)

Fourth & above

72 (12.9)

Preterm birth (,37 weeks)

91 (45.1)

109 (40.5)

18 (32.7)

13 (39.4)

231 (41.3)

Low birth weight (,2500
grams)

47 (23.3)

44 (16.4)

1 (1.8)

3 (9.1)

95 (17.0)

Mean gestational age (SD)

36.2 (3.0)

37.0 (3.1)

37.7 (2.5)

37.7 (2.5)

36.8 (3.0)

Mean birth weight (SD)

2923.1 (572.1)

3031.1 (596.5)

3225.7 (527.5)

3293.3 (602.1)

3026.7 (509.3)

SD indicates standard deviation.
Column percentages are reported.
a
Covariates: Males served as reference category.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0069181.t003
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Table 4. Unadjusted and adjusted effect of maternal socioeconomic status (SES) on birth weight.

Adjustment for:

Unadjusted

Model 1: maternal
age, parity,
gender of
Model 3: + prenewborn
Model 2: + malaria pregnancy BMI

Model 4: +
cooking fuel

Model 5: + malaria,
pre-pregnancy BMI,
cooking fuel

SES

b (95% CI)

b (95% CI)

b (95% CI)

b (95% CI)

b (95% CI)

b (95% CI)

Low

2328 (2474, 2182)

2292 (2440, 2145)

2258 (2405, 2111)

2248 (2406, 290)

2199 (2360, 237)

2154 (2328, 20)

Middle

2220 (2360, 280)

2219 (2357, 281)

2185 (2324, 247)

2203 (2348, 257)

2162 (2306, 218)

2128 (2282, 27)

Upper middle & High

Reference

Reference

Reference

Reference

Reference

Reference

CI indicates confidence interval. GH¢ indicates Ghana cedis. SES indicates socioeconomic status.
Effect estimate (b) is in grams.
Mediation fractions (%).
Low SES: Malaria (11.6), Pre-pregnancy BMI (15.1), Cooking fuel (31.8), Joint (47.3).
Middle SES: Malaria (15.5), Pre-pregnancy BMI (7.3), Cooking fuel (26.0), Joint (41.6).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0069181.t004

increased risk of PTB respectively; albeit not statistically significant. (Table 6).

with pre-pregnancy BMI and cooking fuel mediating 51% and
43% of the observed effects respectively. Income of ,USD$71 per
month was associated with a 147 g (95% CI: 277, 17) reduction in
birth weight with over half (56%) of the observed effect mediated
by cooking fuel. (Table S1).
Low SES was associated with a 292 g (95% CI: 440, 145)
reduction in birth weight with cooking fuel mediating 32% of the
observed effect. Middle SES was also associated with a 219 g (95%
CI: 357, 81) reduction in birth weight with cooking fuel mediating
26% of the observed effect. The mediation fraction in the joint
models for low SES and middle SES was 47% and 42%
respectively. (Table 4).
Tables 5, 6, S2 and S3 present the risk ratios for determinants of
LBW and PTB calculated from generalized linear models.
Education up to primary level was associated with a 95%
(RR = 1.95, 95% CI: 0.97, 3.94) increased risk of LBW. Work as
a petty trader or fish monger was associated with a 230%
(RR = 3.30, 95% CI: 1.22, 8.89) increased risk of LBW with over
half (52%) of the observed effect mediated by cooking fuel.
Homemaking and unemployment was associated with a 225%
(RR = 3.25, 95% CI: 1.15, 9.14) increased risk of LBW with prepregnancy BMI and cooking fuel mediating 44% and 39% of the
observed effect respectively. Studentship during pregnancy was
associated with a 166% (RR = 2.66, 95% CI: 0.92, 7.71) increased
risk of LBW. Income of ,USD$71 per month was associated with
a 218% (RR = 3.18, 95% CI: 1.41, 7.21) increased risk of LBW
with 42% of the observed effect mediated by cooking fuel. The
mediation fraction in the joint model was more than half (60%).
(Table S2).
Low and middle SES was respectively associated with a 357%
(RR = 4.57, 95% CI: 1.67, 12.49) and 278% (RR = 3.78, 95% CI:
1.39, 10.27) increased risk of LBW with cooking fuel mediating
42% and 31% of the observed effects in both relationships
respectively. The mediation fraction in the joint models for both
low SES and middle SES was more than half (64% and 61%
respectively). (Table 5).
Monthly income of ,USD$71 was associated with 83%
(RR = 1.83; 95% CI: 1.31, 2.56) increased risk of PTB with 17%
and 22% of the observed effect mediated by pre-pregnancy BMI
and cooking fuel respectively. The mediation fraction estimated
from the joint model was 30%. (Table S3).
Low and middle SES was associated with a 26% (RR = 1.26,
95% CI: 0.91, 1.73) and 16% (RR = 1.16, 95% CI: 0.85, 1.59)

PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org

Discussion
Our population-based study of urban Ghanaian women and
their newborns provides evidence of the importance of maternal
socioeconomic characteristics for pregnancy outcomes. Area of
residence, education, occupation and income were independent
determinants of birth weight and risk of LBW in this population.
The construct of SES was also a strong determinant of birth
weight and LBW risk with low and middle SES respectively
associated with 357% (RR = 4.57, 95% CI: 1.67, 12.49) and 278%
(RR = 3.78, 95% CI: 1.39, 10.27) increased risk of LBW. Income
was the only socioeconomic characteristic associated with statistically significant increased risk of PTB in this population. Malaria
infection, poor pre-pregnancy nutrition and indoor air pollution
substantially mediated observed effects of socioeconomic disadvantage on fetal growth and gestational duration in this
population.

Validity of Results
The study represents a defined catchment area because
consecutive mothers giving birth at the main health facilities in
the study area were selected. A weighting procedure based on the
size of the facilities and the number of mothers delivering at these
facilities was applied to determine a representative sample from
each of the study sites. The population-based nature of the study
together with the high response rate (82.2%) minimizes selection
bias. Even though our study was conducted in an urban area it is
still likely that there are some mothers who have barriers
preventing them from accessing postnatal services such as lack of
money for transport to the health facility. Unfortunately we could
not track these mothers for inclusion in our study because the
delivery registers at the health facilities do not contain information
on the exact residential address of the mothers registered. The
potential for selection bias due to the exclusion of mothers not
seeking postnatal care from the study is nonetheless minimized in
our study. This is due to the high patronage of postnatal services in
Cape Coast and other urban settings of Ghana as a result of the
high level of awareness of Reproductive and Child Health (RCH)
service provision and benefits among urban mothers and the ease
of access to RCH services. Many mothers in several urban areas of
Ghana do not have to travel long distances to access RCH services
5
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Table 5. Unadjusted and adjusted risk of low birth weight (LBW) attributable to maternal socioeconomic status (SES).

Adjustment for:

Unadjusted

Model 1: maternal
age, parity,
gender of
Model 3: + prenewborn
Model 2: + malaria pregnancy BMI

Model 4: +
cooking fuel

Model 5: + malaria,
pre-pregnancy BMI,
cooking fuel

SES

RR (95% CI)

RR (95% CI)

RR (95% CI)

RR (95% CI)

RR (95% CI)

RR (95% CI)

Low

4.90 (1.82, 13.17)

4.57 (1.67, 12.49)

3.83 (1.42, 10.34)

3.64 (1.33, 10.01)

3.09 (1.12, 8.55)

2.29 (0.81, 6.48)

Middle

3.58 (1.33, 9.67)

3.78 (1.39, 10.27)

3.28 (1.23, 8.79)

3.02 (1.11, 8.26)

2.91 (1.06, 7.97)

2.09 (0.75, 5.78)

Upper middle & High

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

CI indicates confidence interval. GH¢ indicates Ghana cedis. RR indicates risk ratio. SES indicates socioeconomic status.
Mediation fractions (%).
Low SES: Malaria (20.7), Pre-pregnancy BMI (26.1), Cooking fuel (41.5), Joint (63.9).
Middle SES: Malaria (18.0), Pre-pregnancy BMI (27.3), Cooking fuel (31.3), Joint (60.8).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0069181.t005

due to the wide distribution of health services as a whole in most
urban areas. Most mothers are even able to walk to these RCH
service provision centers without the need for transport. Finally,
mothers giving birth at home and possibly not accessing postnatal
care should not be a major concern in our study because unlike
rural areas of Ghana, very few mothers deliver at home in urban
areas. This small number of home deliveries in urban areas of
Ghana usually occurs by accident with most mothers immediately
checking in at the nearest health facility due to the ease of access to
health facilities.
The outcomes were measured and recorded independently from
the study with negligible measurement error in all the study sites
and thus represent an objective variable. There are limitations
associated with the use of the last menstrual period method for
estimating gestational age and can obviously result in invalid
estimates of gestation but as documented by Lynch and Zhang
[21] so do other methods such as ultrasound measurements. Lynch
and Zhang [21] suggest that some findings are an artefact of the
choice of method used in estimating gestational age rather than
evidence of causality. We do not however think the potential bias
associated with the method applied solely explains our findings.
The SES construct combines data on the mothers area of
residence; an area-based measure, and their educational attainment and income levels; individual-level measures, and is a
context-specific, culturally sensitive objective variable that captures
all aspects of social and economic standing in this population.
Occupational class which has traditionally been used in constructing SES indices in various settings was not factored in our
construct. With the exception of office work, all the other

occupational groups are low income generating activities thereby
ranking mothers in any of these jobs on a similar scale in terms of
relative social position, economic success and actual standard of
living. Our findings on the association of the various occupational
groups with statistically significant reductions in birth weight in a
way confirm this assertion. In such situations therefore, income is
an adequate measure as it captures some of the very aspects of SES
that occupational class will capture in any construct whilst also
accounting for any small differences in the occupational groups
with respect to these aspects of SES. We also did not factor marital
status into the construct because our lack of data on paternal
socioeconomic characteristics meant we were unable to determine
how marital status of mothers translates into for example
improved household income, better standard of living and social
recognition without a complement of their spouses’ data.
We applied multivariate methods to adjust for the potential
confounding effect of maternal age, parity and gender of neonate.
We did not control for smoking during pregnancy because only
0.7% of the mothers smoked during pregnancy. We employed the
difference approach which was first proposed by Judd and Kenny
[19] and is commonly used in epidemiologic research to establish
the mediating effects of malaria infection during pregnancy, prepregnancy nutritional status, and indoor air pollution exposure
assessed by cooking fuel used during pregnancy. We computed
and reported the percentages of mediation which gives a measure
of the proportion of the overall effect mediated by the variable of
interest in the causal pathway.

Table 6. Unadjusted and adjusted risk of preterm birth (PTB) attributable to maternal socioeconomic status (SES).

Adjustment for:

SES

Unadjusted

Model 1: maternal
Model 3: + preage, parity
Model 2: + malaria pregnancy BMI

Model 5: + malaria,
Model 4: + cooking pre-pregnancy BMI,
fuel
cooking fuel

RR (95% CI)

RR (95% CI)

RR (95% CI)

RR (95% CI)

RR (95% CI)

RR (95% CI)

Low

1.23 (0.90, 1.69)

1.26 (0.91, 1.73)

1.26 (0.91, 1.74)

1.16 (0.84, 1.62)

1.05 (0.73, 1.51)

1.06 (0.74, 1.51)

Middle

1.15 (0.84, 1.57)

1.16 (0.85, 1.59)

1.16 (0.85, 1.60)

1.24 (0.91, 1.69)

1.07 (0.76, 1.49)

1.20 (0.86, 1.67)

Upper middle & High

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

CI indicates confidence interval. GH¢ indicates Ghana cedis. RR indicates risk ratio. SES indicates socioeconomic status.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0069181.t006
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This certainly underscores the need to further explore the
relationship especially in areas where women are not presented
with the opportunity to take leave from studies when pregnant to
generate the evidence base for public health action to safeguard
maternal and perinatal health.
In applying our construct of maternal SES, we found low and
middle SES to be associated with statistically significant reductions
in birth weight and increased risk of LBW in this population.
Malaria infection, poor pre-pregnancy nutrition and indoor air
pollution jointly explained between 42% and 64% of the observed
effects in the models. Indoor air pollution assessed by biomass fuel
use during pregnancy however appears to be the most important
mediating factor explaining between 26% and 42% of the
observed associations in the models. Studies in India [23,24],
Nigeria [25] and Mexico [26] using different proxies and
constructs of SES have also associated low SES with reduced
birth weight and risk of LBW. A study in Accra, Ghana found use
of biomass fuel, and cooking area particulate matter levels to be
high in two low SES neighborhoods of the city [27]. Use of
charcoal for cooking, and garbage burning at home have also been
shown in Accra to adversely affect birth weight with the authors
identifying low social class mothers as the group patronizing
biomass fuels mostly [28]. Collecting as much relevant socioeconomic information as possible and summarizing them to develop
an SES construct for the source population, and establishing the
main causal pathways in our setting certainly strengthens the study
findings and the epidemiological evidence greatly.
In conclusion, our study provides evidence that socioeconomic
deprivation is a strong determinant of adverse pregnancy
outcomes in this Ghanaian setting. We also show that malaria
infection, poor pre-pregnancy nutrition and indoor air pollution
which have been associated with adverse birth outcomes in several
settings are important pathways through which socioeconomic
disadvantage impact on fetal growth and gestational duration in
our setting. Improving social status and income levels of women,
and addressing household and neighborhood poverty are thus
important to curbing the high burden of adverse birth outcomes in
Cape Coast and similar deprived zones of developing countries.

Synthesis with Previous Knowledge
Our study shows how socioeconomic deprivation adversely
affects fetal development. Area of residence, education, occupation
and income were determinants of birth weight and gestational
length in this population. Residing in poor neighborhoods was
associated with a mean 221 g reduction in birth weight. Previous
studies have also found women living in deprived areas delivering
the majority of LBW infants [5,6,8]. The Cape Coast area as a
whole is a deprived urban settlement with very limited affluent
neighborhoods. Deprived zones of Ghanaian urban settlements
including Cape Coast are noted for deplorable social and
environmental conditions with attendant poor indoor and outdoor
air quality, high malaria transmission levels and repeated
infections. Poor nutritional practices and associated nutritional
deficits due to widespread poverty and ignorance are also common
in these areas. All these factors are proposed mediators through
which neighborhood deprivation can impact on birth outcomes
and could explain our findings. In the present study, malaria
infection during pregnancy, poor pre-pregnancy nutritional status
and indoor air pollution independently explained about 13%, 5%
and 15% of the observed effect respectively. Jointly they mediated
more than a quarter (29%) of the observed effect.
Low income was associated with increased risk of LBW and
PTB in this population. The adverse perinatal effects of low
income levels of mothers and households have been noted in
diverse populations; nationwide in the US [4], London, UK [9],
Dhaka, Bangladesh [1,2], and in Hatyai city, Thailand [22]. Low
income translates into poor housing, material deprivation,
patronage of biomass fuel, poor nutrition, limited access to
prenatal care, low social support and psychosocial stress. These
factors have been shown to adversely affect reproductive health
and birth outcomes. In our study, poor pre-pregnancy nutrition
for instance mediated about 28% and 17% of the observed effect
of low income on risk of LBW and PTB respectively. Use of
biomass fuels for cooking explained about 42% and 22% of the
effect of low income on the risk of LBW and PTB respectively.
Petty traders/fishmongers and housewives/unemployed mothers were at particular risk of delivering smaller babies. Petty
trading and fish mongering are low income generating activity in
the study area. Homemaking and unemployment especially
among mothers whose spouses are not in gainful employment
obviously translates into poor family income. The adverse
perinatal effects of low income has been shown in the present
study and previous reviewed, and is not surprising that these group
of mothers were vulnerable. The low income levels of these
mothers also translates into poor nutritional practices and
patronage of biomass fuels which the present study found to
substantially mediate the observed effects of low occupational
attainment on adverse pregnancy outcomes.
Student mothers were also at risk of delivering smaller babies
and were a vulnerable group possibly due to the stressful
experience of combining studies with pregnancy. Stress in
pregnancy is well documented to adversely affect pregnancy
outcomes. Also, it is not unusual to find resident student mothers
who are married to be anxious about the welfare of their spouse
and children back home which can further exacerbates stress
levels. Malaria infections, poor pre-pregnancy nutrition and
indoor air pollution jointly explained only about 14% of the
observed effect in this group of mothers and certainly strengthens
our stress hypothesis. Our finding on the association of studentship
during pregnancy with reduced birth weight is to the best of our
knowledge the first of such report in the epidemiological literature.
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